






















































• Sponsored by NASA AMES
- Project Monitor- Larry Erickson
- $30,000
High Lift Aerodynamics













Impact of High Lift on
Aircraft Performance
• For a 150 Passenger Transport
Aircraft
- A 5% increase in Take-off L/D
,, 15% increase in Payload, or,
,> 11% increase in Range
A 5% increase in Max. Lift at Landing
,, 20% increase in Range
,, 3 Knot Decrease in Approach Speed
• Goal





• Experimental Program Aimed at
Providing a Physical Picture of the
Flow Physics and Quantitative
Turbulence Data of the Interaction of
a High Reynolds Number Wake with a
Flap Element
• Coordinate with Researchers
Developing Computational
Procedures
- Stuart Rogers- NASA Ames
- Kyle Anderson/Russ Rausch- NASA Langley
- Mark Drela - MIT
• Coordinate with NASA Ames
Experiments
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Instrumentation
• Pitot Probe, 5 Hole Probe
• Hot Wire Anemometry
- 1, 2, 3 Component
• LDV
- 1, 2 Component
PIV
• Flow Visualization
- Laser Sheet, Strobe Light























Figure 2(b): NACA 4415 - XFOIL pressure distributions
Re = 0.5 x 10'x6
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Figure 2(c)" MD flap - XFOIL pressure distributions
Re = 0.5 x 10/'6
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Facilities
• 1/4 Scale ( To Investigate 3-D effects)
- Tunnel Cross-Section (1 ft. x 1.5 ft.)
- Flat Plate - L= 8 ft.
- Flap Chord - c= 1.2 ft.
- Reynolds Number Range (based on L)
,_ Re = .5 to 6.0 Million
- Tunnel Cross-Section (4 ft. x 6 ft.)
- Flat Plate - L = 24 ft.
- Flap Chord - c = 5 ft.
- Reynolds Number Range( based on L)

























Distance from Duct Bottom (in.)
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Fig. 4: Wake Survey (No Flap)
3D Wake Survey - 1/4 scale, Vinf=-60 fps, 10" from t.e,
Fig. 5: Wake Survey (No Flap)
Wake Survey with Flap Deflected 25 deg
(probe aligned with freestreom dirsction)
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Wake Survey with Flop Deflected 25 deg
(probe aligned with freestreom dirsction)
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,, Foam-Fiberglass with Smooth Gel-Coat





Mean Velocity Profile in Wake
(With roof on lestsection)
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Mean Velocity Profile in Wake
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Mean Velocity Profile in Wake (AOA=10 deg)
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Conclusions
• 1/4 Scale Facility
- Pitot Probe and PIV Data
- Small 3-D Effects Up to Flap Stall
• Full Scale Facility
- Operational
- Preliminary Pitot Probe Data
Recommendations
• Experiments in Full Scale Facility
- Work with Turbulence Modelers and CFD
People to Develop Design Capability of






- Trailing Edge Treatment
° Facility Improvements
- Blowing in Flap/Side Wall Corner
,, Higher Lift on Flap with 2-D Flow
- Suction of Side Wall Boundary Layers
